ADVICE TO UPCOMING SENIORS...

Adam Myers: Don’t hold back on anything and be yourself, it goes by quick.

Aleshia Russell: No matter how much you can’t stand this school “Don’t Quit”.

Allison Haga: Always be positive! No matter what your situation is, just think it could always be worse.

Amber Crook: Maturity and respect.

Amber Hall: Do not give up towards the middle of the year. Its not worth working hard for 13 years just to flunk out at the end.

Amy Henderson: Don’t take highschool for granted. It goes by fast so make it the time of your life. Remember who you are now and the actionis you take does affect who you will be in the future. Also, party it up!!

Andy Gravely: Keep your head up and stay on a straight path to your goals!!

Angela Glick: Study, and have fun. It’s your last year.

Autumn Sturdivant: have fun, don’t get into to much trouble. Don’t get too much senioritis and go to college.

Ben Crigger: Always strive for success.

Bobby Muncy: Fear the epidemics known as “SENIOR-ITIS”.

Audrey Alexander: To not get involved in all the drama. Also, to never give up, even when it’s hard, and to keep trying.

Brandon Martin: try to finish high school and not drop out.

Brett Gilley: Don’t go on Senior trip, you come back and feel like doing nothing.

Bri Burkett: Take advantage of everything they offer you.

Brieanne Hamm: Have more respect for others because life comes at you fast, just have fun, and always be confident.

Bucky Blevins: go to college.

Brittany Spencer: Don’t take too much to heart. Laugh it off and live on the edge because if you don’t you’re taking up to much space.

Brittany Lafferty: Keep your head up and believe.

Brittany DeBord: Mature girls, please….it’s for your own good.

Cecil Mullins: Try your hardest and you will always prevail.
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Cecil Mullins: Try your hardest and you will always prevail.
Chelsea Costigan: grow up!!
Justin Fantazier Have fun and enjoy senior year to the fullest.

Cody Hanks: Do your work so you can get out of here. Try not to have bad grades because the exams are no fun at the end of the year. Have a better year than I did it will go by fast.
Courtney Rouse: Always try your best and don’t get Senior-itis too early.

Daniel Hamm: Enjoy it, its your last year to make high school memories.

Dustin Testerman: Stay in school and save money for your senior year.

Elizabeth Bowden: All of your senior year you will be dealing with things for college. Choose a college that you know you will enjoy and don’t think you want be able to afford it because there are hundreds of scholarships out there. You just have to apply.

Emily Williams: Stay out of the drama

Haley Sturgill: Worry less, party more, have fun and stay out of drama but don’t give up and most importantly, violate the dress code as many times as you can!
Heather Alexander: Work hard and never give up on anything or anyone in your life.

Jack Burke: Be good and learn things.

Jennifer Robinson: Most of all seniority is a gift use it well on underclassmen.

Jessica Seymour: Have fun! Your senior year goes by so fast. One day you’re walking in dreading another year and the next, your signing yearbooks! It’s crazy! Make the best of it!

John Nguyen: Work hard in class.

Jonathan Simons: Advice to upcoming seniors: Work hard, do what the teacher asks, have fun with your friends as much as possible because when it’s over its done, you may never see them again.

Jordan Burrows: Keep it real and try not to get to snooker loopy off of that Jonny Appleseed, he’s got some silly sauce yo.

Julia Sexton: don’t start drama. It’s your last year here, so just shut your mouth and deal with it.

Brittany Snavely: Keep your head up and don’t let anyone get you down. Remember to always stand up for what is morally right and morally wrong. Be confident in yourself and always tell yourself that you can do anything when you put your mind to it.

Whitney Totten: Keep your head up. Don’t lose faith in yourself.

Zach Holman: Holla at Holman. Have fun in life.

Zach Blockston: Don’t slack on the last nine weeks

Keith Finney: Stay out of trouble, do your work, and graduate.
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Robert Farmer: Go for straight A’s.

Samantha Frye: Do not give up. You have already made it this far and it’s going to fly by. So have fun and stick to it!

Sawyer Stanberry: Have fun and keep your friends and don’t slack off because senior year goes by fast.

Stevie Ruth: it’s you last year, don’t do anything to screw it up; but have fun.

Tommy Lyon: Do your Work

Tyler Martin: Work hard and stay focused.

Wesley Mershon: If you ever are on the fence for anything like skipping school do the fun thing and have a good time as a senior.

Zachary Stuart: Have fun and live it up. Party hard.

Nikki Neal: Don’t get SENIOR-itis

Ronnie Hutton: Never be in a hurry to get out of school because you will miss it before it is even over.

Sarah Blevins: Don’t get senioritis or get caught skipping school. Do your homework and try not to be late because after school detention is a waste of your time.

Teresa Williams: Have fun your senior year.

Trisha Caldwell: Be prepared and don’t get lazy. Try to stay with the flow don’t fall behind.

Uriah Farris: Keep on keeping on.

Natasha Kell: My advice would be have some fun, work hard and get into the college you want.

Matt Burgess: Also, get snake bit.

Megan Grimes: Next year will be your last year and it will go by fast, but you should work hard and try not to miss too many days. Go out with a blast, and have fun!!! 😊

Lori Carlton: Stay out of drama and enjoy your last year.

Meranda Harris: Don’t mess around or you’ll be coming back next year. Ignore the drama. Don’t be a pushover.

Logan Jarvis: Don’t drop out. That would be a wasting 13 years of your life.

Laura Pappas: Lose the attitudes, they aren’t working for ya. Live it up—it flies by. No drugs, alcohol, or babies. Respect your elders.

Michael Davis: Pay attention.

Matt Davis: Enjoy it’s your last year to become somebody.

Meghan Sturgill: Have fun, be careful, and do your best!

Kayla Clark: Be careful! Keep yourself in line. Never give up and reach for the stars. Don’t get so upset over little things, your friends in high school don’t matter, the ones you meet later will.